EDUCATION
 91
by    the    Christian    Brothers,    was    pronouncedly
Nationalist.
Since 1880 the actual teaching in all Irish secondary
schools has been to some extent standardised by a
Government measure, which set up an annual examina-
tion over the whole range of school subjects, and
awarded exhibitions and prizes to the successful
competitors, with proportioned fees to the colleges
that had produced distinguished or qualifying pupils.
All teaching was directed to securing results fees ;
and broadly speaking, the same subjects were taught
in the same proportions all over Ireland. This
standardisation no doubt somewhat lessened the
divergence in spirit between Protestant and Catholic
teaching: but it achieved this result largely by
robbing both of individuality. There has been a
growing reaction against the system, and it is unlikely
to be continued in the same form.
But it is essential to note that during the whole
period of intermediate education, Protestant and
Catholic boys and girls, representing roughly the
middle nation and the old inhabitants, pursued the
/same studies, but pursued them apart. What inter-
course there has been, has been on the playing-fields,
and this has happily increased: forty years ago
Protestant schools played no matches with the Catholic
institutions; now they do so everywhere.
The segregation may be regrettable ; but it is little
more marked than that which exists in English secon-
dary education, at all events of the more expensive
type. The difference in Ireland is, that segregation
exists from the free primary schools right up to the
university, so that even the professional schools of
law and medicine have in effect a denominational
character. Nearly every lay person in Ireland deplores
this fact, but the causes of it lie far back.
Even after 1793, when Catholics were admitted to
Dublin University, the preferments of the College
were confined to Protestants, Thomas Moore, for

